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Happy New Year! Before you settle on a New Year's Resolution, read
this month's newsletter which is full of ways to re-envision your
classroom to engage your technologically savvy students.

This month's newsletter continues our exploration of the Millennials in
our classrooms by focusing on how to use technology in the world
language classroom to enhance instruction! The feature article is
Digital Technologies: Friend or Foe for the World Language
Teacher. The discussion continues in the Critical Languages
section with an article on the development and implementation of
teaching Arabic online. The Teacher's Diary reflects on professional
development and how educators of the same language don't always see
eye to eye. YANA  welcomes the New Year by challenging teachers to
implement Five Resolutions in their classroom this semester.

 Announcements:

Registration for NCLRC 2010 Summer Institutes is now available! Institutes run from May - July 2010 and are
held in the Washington DC metro area. Sign up now!
Applications for K-12 schools in the U.S. to host a Chinese or Arabic exchange teacher in the 2010 Teachers of
Critical Languages Program are now available. Deadline: February 1, 2010.
Lavendar Languages and Linguistics Conference at American University February12-14, 2010
Vote January 15-31st for your favorite Student Video from the ACTFL 2010 National Student Video Contest  .

Troubleshooting:
If your email client does not recognize the links in this webzine, or the links do not work, you can go straight to the
NCLRC newsletter online page by clicking this link www.nclrc.org/newsletter.html or copying and pasting the link into
your browser address bar.

 Feature article

Digital Technologies: Friend or Foe for the
World Language Teacher 
by John Ross

 Culture Club

edited by Christine Meloni

Visit the Culture Club to see the new materials for
January 2010! In the Teachers' Lounge  you will
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I recently read about schools using a popular software
program as the sole means of language instruction for
their students. You may have, too. The language
community is buzzing with the news. The idea that
computers can replace teachers is an old one. One that
routinely proves unfounded, at least with currently
available technologies. But cash-strapped school
administrators are often forced to make difficult
decisions based on dollars rather than, well, sense.
School budgeting is often a balancing act with too
much pressure and too few dollars.

Read more...

 Teacher's Diary

Rafaela is a first-generation Cuban-American who
has taught Spanish for nine years in suburbs outside
of Philadelphia. She is sharing her thoughts and
experiences all this year with our readers.

Dear Diary,

Ideally, the educational field attracts people who were
good students.  Studious, disciplined people who really
want to be good at what they do and transmit their
passion to their students via enthusiastic and exciting
lessons.  For most subjects the common base of
knowledge is pretty standard because no one was born
knowing how to multiply polynomials and I would be
hard pressed to find someone who would be able to
interpret a Shakespearean sonnet unless they had
done it before in the presence of a teacher.

However, when it comes to language teaching and
learning, this playing field is often divided by the
teachers themselves. Read more...

 Classroom Solutions: YANA

Edited by Sheila
Cockey. YANA stands
for 'You are Not
Alone.' Your
questions on
challenges in your
classrooms are
answered by an
expert on languages
and culture teaching.

This month's article:

Five Resolutions for Starting a New
Semester

It's a new year and time for some resolutions!  The
start of a new semester presents a wonderful
opportunity to institute some new ideas, tighten up
procedures, and generally spruce up the classroom
environment.  These five are relatively easy to execute
and should go a long way toward getting you through
February.  (Where I live, February is chilly, grey,

discover "El Origen y el Uso de la Tortilladora," a lesson
plan by Sheila Cockey for teachers of Spanish, and in the
Speaker's Corner you will find "Nocturnal Adventure
in Paris: A French Teacher's Panic Turns to Glee," a
humorous account by a teacher traveling with her
students in France. You will find reviews of French,
German, Italian, and Spanish books in the Library as
well as new cinquains in the three Poetry Rooms.
Reviews of French, Korean, Italian, and Spanish films are
available in the Screening Room . And, as always, there
is a new Where in the World? Mystery Photo Contest in
the Photo Gallery. Please consider contributing to the
February Culture Club. We welcome stories of culture
shock for the blog and cinquains for the Poetry Rooms
as well as lesson plans, culture articles, recipes, and
film and book reviews. Send them to Christine. Thank
you!

We have not had winners yet for the Italian and Spanish
Scavenger Hunts. These contests have been extended
indefinitely. Winners will receive tuition to a one-day
2010 NCLRC Summer Institute of their choice.
Contest rules can be found in the Current Directory.

 

 Summer Institutes

Registration for NCLRC 2010 Summer Institutes is
now available! Select from a variety of professional
development opportunities in the nation's capital.

NEW! Arts Integration in the Foreign Language
Classroom - June 28
In this workshop, language teachers will learn to build a
framework for incorporating the arts into their teaching.
Arts integration helps teachers draw the intellectual and
creative potential from all students. Participants will
learn Arts integration strategies that provide a wonderful
way to wrap language content into a rich, creative, and
cultural context. Any subject comes to life when students
can participate in unique explorations of learning while
using their hands and their minds. Hands-on activities
will allow participating teachers to explore different arts
integration strategies and learn how to balance rigorous
content and personal expression. Among the art forms to
be included are: poetry, mask-making, dance, and song. 

NEW! An Ivory Coast Cultural Immersion in
French - June 28-July 1
Participants will stay in a dormitory on the campus of
The George Washington University and share meals,
speaking French together and participating in sessions
held entirely in French at the Embassy of the Republic of
Cote d'Ivoire on the production of coffee and cocoa, a
presentation and discussion on "La Francophonie" by
Retired Ambassador Pascal D. Kokora, and food tasting
of authentic Ivorian dishes. Some sessions will occur at
the Smithsonian National Museum of African Art; a
narrated tour of museum art works, viewing of the film:
"Les arts traditionnels de Cote d'Ivoire" by Phil
Ravenhill, and a session on West African strip-cloth
weaving and textiles with Louise Meyer, textile artist.
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NATIONAL WORKSHOP FOR TAMIL INSTRUCTORS TO DRAW COMMON STRATEGIES IN 
TAMIL CURRICULUM: SPOKEN TAMIL                                             March 12-13, Friday and 
Saturday, 2010 

Learner’s issues: 
Non-heritage learners: As they write; they speak 
The heritage learners: As they speak; they write 
 
 
Dear colleagues, 
 
The South Asia Institute at University of Texas at Austin is organizing a two days workshop for 
Tamil instructors to draw common strategies in teaching Spoken Tamil.  The workshop will be 
held on the University of Texas at Austin campus, in Austin, Texas on 12 & 13 March 2010. 
 
We would like you to join us to develop common strategies in teaching Spoken Tamil in the 
classroom. As we know, Tamil has a continuous history of spoken-written differences since fifth 
century BCE and it maintains the written and spoken forms as two different varieties, which are 
always found complementary to each other.  To make use the language more effective for the 
learners in attaining proficiency, it is essential to bring out the differences to them from their own 
learning difficulties.  Learners quite often face difficulties in Tamil speaking environment for their 
professional and academic endeavors.  Therefore the problem areas for the learners are 
identified and studied carefully by teachers of Tamil for teaching situations. There are challenges 
in narrowing down the gap between the written and spoken forms in Tamil. Once this is done, this 
will help the learners to use the language without spelling mistakes while writing and avoid 
speaking difficulties and increase the proficiency.  This will also help the learners of Advanced 
Tamil become familiar with the phonological changes (Sandhi changes) found in literary Tamil. 
The written and spoken differences are given as conversion rules by many scholars but there is 
no uniformity when they try to show the differences and adapting strategies to achieve the goals.  
This makes the learners difficult and slow down the learning. 
 
Issues such as regional variations and dialect variations among social groups and borrowed 
words from other cultures pose challenges to bring down to learners learning and proficiency. 
These put the materials producers in great difficulty to follow a way or pattern to produce 
materials and use.  Instantly prepared and used materials just for the hour or situations has not 
allowed following a common strategy.  Hence, the workshop tries to bring people doing Tamil 
instruction in our county to discuss and find out common strategies for this purpose keeping the 
following themes for discussion. 
 
Papers addressing the following topics/themes are welcomed: 
Identifying problems in teaching spoken Tamil to students 
Do we really need too many rules to teach students about the spoken-written? 
What linguistic level or levels must be the scale for this? 
Linguistic levels problems and solutions                                                                      
(phonological, morphological, morpho-  phonemic, syntactic, semantic, and discourse) 
    Grammatical category-wise 
     Levels-wise (Introductory, Intermediate, and Advanced) 
Borrowed words (non-native-really we need this?).  If yes, what strategies we can adapt in 
transliteration?  
Is spoken needs sandhi? 
Can we go simultaneously with written and spoken details while teaching? 
Any other issues related to spoken-written you feel to discuss is welcomed 
 
I earnestly request you send a short write-up now as an Abstract for the topic you plan for a 
presentation.  The presentation is for 20 minutes in length with an additional 10 minutes for 
question answer are planned.  Kindly send your Abstract on or before Dec. 05, 2009.   

February.  (Where I live, February is chilly, grey,
dreary, and often drippy, with very little sunshine, and
lots of humidity.  The year's shortest month often feels
as long as two Januarys!)

Read more...

 Readers' Corner

Monthly Question
This month's question is: Do you think that the
terminology used to refer to languages
matters? How or why? Click here to answer
the Question.

Last month we asked "What technology
innovations have you found successful in your
teaching?" Read responses here.

Poll
This month's poll asks about: Which term is used
to refer to language programs at your school?
Click here  to participate in the poll.

Last month, we asked, "Which of the following
opportunities for digital interaction have you
used with your students?" Click here to see the
responses

We would love to hear your thoughts and feelings
regarding this month's questions! All insights are
welcome!

Critical Languages

Teaching Arabic Online: A New Frontier
by Sanaa Jouejati 

While much of the nation grapples with how to
implement critical language instruction in the K-12
classroom, North Carolina has become one of the first
states to offer critical languages to high school
students online. A collaboration between the
University of North Carolina Chapel Hill, the NC
Department of Public Instruction, the NC General
Assembly, and the NC Virtual Public School, LearnNC
piloted the project Arabic Online in fall 2009,
providing Level 1 Arabic instruction to high school
students across the state. Read more...

Click here  for information on Summer Institutes!

Tech for Teachers

Students LIVE! Connecting Students to the 2010
Winter Olympics

Students LIVE! from Vancouver will attend and report on
their experiences at sport and cultural events during the
Vancouver 2010 Olympic and Paralympic Winter Games
through social media tools in English and French. The
online student community encourages interaction
through blog postings, twitter, YouTube, Facebook, and
Flickr to share photos, videos, interviews, and more!

8th International Conference on Education and
Information Systems, Technologies and
Applications: EISTA 2010 will be held on June 29-July
2, 2010 in Orlando, Florida. Papers/Abstracts
Submissions and Invited Sessions Proposals Deadline:
February 3rd, 2010.

Testing Tips

How Technology Can Help Foreign Language
Testing by Meg Malone, CAL 

The theme of this month's NCLRC newsletter is how
technology can enhance world language teaching and
whether such innovations can replace the language
teacher. This column examines the issue from a testing
perspective: what changes have technological innovations
made in language testing and how do they help the
language teacher? Read more...

 Professional Development, Conferences
and Funding Opportunities

Find out about all of the upcoming local and national
conferences in one easy-to-access place, the Teachers'
Calendar. We also list fellowship and grant
opportunities and teacher exchange and study
programs, along with student scholarships for
foreign language study.

NCLRC Staff
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students across the state. Read more...

See the critical languages announcements...

The Arabic K-12 Network will be presenting the
latest survey results at the following upcoming
conferences:

54th Annual Conference of the
Comparative and International
Education Society in Chicago on March 1st,
2010 from 8:00-9:30am
Presentation: "Arabic in the U.S. Classroom:
Survey of Schools Teaching Arabic as a Core
Course" 
Georgetown University Round Table
2010 on Arabic Language and Linguistics in
Washington, DC March 12-14, 2010
Presentation: "The State of Teaching Arabic K-
12 in the U.S.: 'We've come a long way,
habibi!'" 

Read More at the new DesiLearn page...

Webcasts

NCLRC announces new podcasts in Russian and
Arabic. These are drawn from twice-monthly webcasts
with student activities. See Chinese, Russian and
Arabic home pages.

The NCLRC Staff celebrated the New Year with George
Washington! (Left to Right: Leah Mason, Monija Amani,
George Washington, Jill Robbins, Zainab Adham,
Michael Greer)

Michael Greer and Dr. Anna Chamot at the ACTFL
NCLRC Booth.

The Language Resource is a monthly publication of the National Capital Language Resource Center to provide practical
teaching strategies, share insights from research, and announce professional development opportunities for all foreign
language educators. Funded by the US Department of Education through Title VI, we are a consortium of Georgetown
University, The George Washington University, and the Center for Applied Linguistics.

Also available on our website

Culture Club Elementary Immersion Learning Strategies
Resource Guide

Arabic K-12 Teachers' newsletter The Essentials of Language Teaching

Sailing the 5 Cs with Learning Strategies:
A Resource Guide for Secondary Foreign Language
Educators

Developing Autonomy in Language Learners:
Learning Strategies Instruction in Higher Education 
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Portfolio Assessment in the Foreign Language
Classroom

Russian for Russians
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